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Hay methodology example

This article contains content that is written as advertising. Please help fix this by removing advertising content and inappropriate external links and adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral perspective. (November 2011) (See how and when to remove this template message) Hay
Job Evaluation is a method used by companies and organizations to map their work roles in the context of an organizational structure. The overall purpose of carrying out job assessments, using this or similar method of assessing work, is to enable organisations to map and align their
roles/jobs. This can provide the following key advantages: Clarity on the areas of activity and responsibility of the organisation's processes To classify wages and benefits or benchmarking work levels due to better succession planning or mobility in the organisation The implementation of the
Hay method in the implementation of the Hay method will result in two profiles, called long and short profiles. A long profile gives an overview of role aspects and scores. The short profile refers to the nature of the work (e.g. researcher versus sales manager) and acts as a long profile check.
Typically, hay ratings are carried out in a series of steps by any organization that chooses to use the method. In order to achieve transparent, objective and explanatory results, it is strongly recommended to involve trained and experienced experts. The measures to be taken are: training for
representatives of the main operational departments and personnel functions in the use of the method. This includes practical exercises where a combination of people acts as a job evaluation committee for reviewing all job descriptions across the company in accordance with the Human
Resources Guidelines. You usually need one standard (format) if it doesn't already have one. Creation of job assessment committees – choice of line management, human resources and experts to decide on job planning. Organization card and banding proposal – Usually the HR function
works with senior management to draw up a proposal for banding (scales expressed in Hay points) or grade staff and describing the benefits that attracts each band. Board Review – When all jobs are evaluated and the organization card is completed, the company's board of directors or
equivalent reviews, banding proposals, expenses, if available, the company and recommended activities to go to life. Assuming they are approved, the general project manager then moves to implementation. Korn Ferry Hay Guide Charts (property korn ferry hay guide chart-profile method)
is a central tool for proprietary point-factor work assessment method developed by Hay Group, now Korn Ferry. In 1943, the Hay Group was founded by Edward N. Hay in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dimensions Guide Charts, the requirements for work are considered universal, and called
factors, they are divided into dimensions. Three universal factors are arguably: know-how problem solving Accountability Dimensions in each factor are different. Usually dimensions are divided into the following: Know-how Practical and technical knowledge planning and skill management
Skill transfer and influencing Problem solving Thinking environment Thinking challenge Responsibility Freedom to act Scale impact Guide Chart power lies in scoring and relationship factors (or profile.) The points in the Hay Guide Chart itself consists of a point system, so after job
evaluation in terms of factors, dimensions and gradation, work scores can be easily read in the chart. The point system uses geometric progression and is not linear. It maintains the integrity of the system at all ends of the assessment spectrum. Numbering pattern/geometric progression
means that the ratio of each number (proportional) to the previous one on a scale is the same. The profile before the points was even used, Ned Hay developed a Profile system that detailed the relationship between different factors. This helped to understand the shape of the workplace -
an understanding of the nature of the work done and the type of work involved, e.g. results-oriented and office-related work. Contrary to popular belief, the method is not a point factor or a points rating method. This is actually the reference method of the modified factor. The Korn Ferry Hay
method is the most widely used method in the world. The criticism of criticism leveled against the Hay Guide Chart is that a range of factors are skewed toward traditional management values: Hay's system consistently values male-dominated management functions with non-management
functions more likely to perform for women. [3] The Hay system does not take into account the availability of alternative resources on the market. A carpenter can be classified as a small-scale occupation, but if none is available, he does not take this method into account. In the EU, which
uses a job assessment plan, it can provide important factor protection against equal pay claims, but care must be taken to ensure that the scheme itself cannot be said to have a gender bias. [4] The involvement and training of trade union representatives and their inclusion on the panel may
also open the door to the tribunal's problems with equal pay and latent discrimination requirements in workplaces where trade union representation is represented. [quote needed] Links ^ Smith, Rich (June 13, 2018). Why Korn / Ferry Stock just jumped 13%. Motley's fool. Retrieved 5
November 2018. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. June 1992 Synteonal Gender Guidelines – Cultural Activities and Gender Bias hay assessment system. work and occupations. 19 (4): June 387-423, 2005 - Role of job evaluation in the courts – tool, weapon or shielding
device?. Employee relations. 27 (1): 7–19. Doi:10.1108/01425450510569283. short profile target Hay workplace assessment methodology, used as short profile quality assurance (quality control) checks. This is also called profile control. This helps job reviewers to see if they have the right
configuration, relative contribution, or profile for the job evaluated. The Shape or Short Profile job shows the relationship between problem resolution points and reporting points. The short profile shall be used to verify accountability and decision-making assessment. The profile itself does
not show the level of work. There are high-level jobs in research with a minus 3 profile, while low management has a plus 3 profile. What is a work profile? The work is both shape and size. The job profile indicates the shape of the job. There are three ways to do this: it is an independent
control of decisions on the size of the work. It describes the nature of the expected contribution from the workplace. This will help to create the most appropriate between people and jobs. The job shape VS Job size of the position evaluation score shows its size compared to other jobs. This
answers the question: How big is this job? However, the ratio of scores to problem solving/thinking and accountability/decision-making factors shows the shape of the work and answers questions, What kind of work is it? Is it characterized by thinking (problem solving) or action
(responsibility) or is the balance roughly equal? Source: Executive Group Position Evaluation Plan, Treasury Canada Secretariat 4 Factors Hay JE Methodology Methodology, 3 know-how, problem solving and accountability are all interrelated. Working conditions are more contextual in
nature. The full points would look like this: Know-How 460 problem solving 230 Reporting 132 Total points (content) 822 working conditions (context) 33 Full Points (Combined) 855 Just like a summary, here are descriptions of 4 factors. Know how knowledge, skills, but acquired, need
acceptable work performance. Solving the problem with the thinking you need in the work. Reporting obligations means the relative rate up to which the work is carried out competently may affect the performance of the organisation or unit of the organisation. Working conditions – context for
the performance of the work. How does a short profile work? Short assess the link between responsibility and problem solving; the considerations set out for the es. PS and AC also have a relationship that provides information about the general nature of jobs that when investigated either
confirms the assessment or disputes the results. Workplaces with significantly more accountability in relation to problem solving are usually very end-focused, operational or line jobs. When problem solving is greater than accountability, workplaces are usually more research-oriented, staff-
oriented or administratively oriented. Workplaces with essentially the same ac and ps points tend to have administrative/operational direction. Source: Hay Measurement, Hay Group Profile determined to step the difference between PA and AC. The step difference is determined by finding
PS points in the step value guide and counting up or down until you have entered ac points. The number of steps taken in this procedur determines the incremental difference. The direction (up +, down – ) defines the nature of the difference. You can view the work profiles in job example in
the figures below. Source: Quality Assurance Checks: Short Profiles, HayGroup Source: Time Rahul, R&amp;D &amp;amp; Compliance, Karma Management Consultants Source: Job evaluation role in salary administration:Case Study of a large company in Hong Kong, written by Tsui Lap
Fung, University of Hong Kong Up, Down and Level Profiles Action or Results-Oriented Work (PS&lt;ACC) is= primarily= oriented= towards = results= end= results.= problem= takes= a= secondary= position= in= this= position.= therefore,= the= the= points= given= to= fact= decision=
making= will= higher= than= them= for= problem= solving= thinking.= this= relationship= is= known= as= up= up== = level= job= (pc=ACC) is= one= which= the= accountability= decision= making= and= problem= solving= thinking= points= are= the= position= will= be= staff-oriented= and =
have= responsibility= for= managerial= functions. = profile.= a= thinking= or= research= oriented= job= (ps=&gt;ACC) there is a applied know-how in analysis, investigation and identification situations. Problem solving / Thinking points are greater than those with responsibility/decision-
making. It's called a down or P profile. If we turn past the Relationships factors in the AC-PS chart 90 degrees counterclockwise, we get the following chart. Source: Quality Assurance Checks: Short Profiles, HayGroup Here's an explanation of the chart above. Although there are no hard
and fast rules, certain types of workplaces usually have predictable profiles: Profiles A4 Profiles A4 Examples of this profile are unusual, but may occur when performance responsibility is high, but the content of work problem solving or know-how is relatively low. A2 ( &lt;/ACC)&gt;profiles
are presented in line management jobs with a clear and well-defined responsibility for achieving results, such as the Regional Director of Operations. A1 Accountability/decision-making points exceed problem solving/thinking points. A1-profile jobs are often hybrid workplaces with significant



human management responsibilities (e.g. human resources managers), line management positions or jobs that receive significant direction from functional units such as project managers or regional managers of administrative services. Level Profiles L Problem Solving/ Thinking Points
Equal Responsibility/Decision-Making Points. Jobs with these profiles typically involve providing support services to human resources or surveillance positions, such as financial analysts or functional professionals. Down Profiles P2 P1 Problem Solving/ Thinking Points Exceed
Accountability/Decision Making Points by Two Steps or One Step, Respectively. Applied research or policy making usually has such profiles. P4 P3 problem solving / Thinking points exceed accountability/decision-making points by four or three steps, respectively. Jobs with these profiles
are usually linked to basic or purely research, which has little or little focus on development aspects. P4 Jobs are rarely found outside university. Up, down, and level profiling allows you to verify the validity of evaluations for typical work profiles. If discrepancies are found, they may indicate
an incorrect assessment. However, they may also refer to inappropriately structured work. Therefore, it is important to avoid profiling through the evaluation process. Source: Executive Group Position Evaluation Plan, Treasury Canada Secretariat Calculation Method Here is a method for
verifying accountability/decision-making assessment. Step 1: Specify the step difference between PS and AC by using the Hay Step Values table to locate the Problem Resolution (PS) points in the Step Value table. Count up or down until you reach accountability (AC) points. The following
is a step value table. The difference between each value is 1 stop. 1 stop equals 15% STEPS 3200 2800 2432 2112 1840 1600 1400 1216 1056 920 800 700 608 528 460 400 350 304 26 4 23 0 200 175 152 132 115 100 87 76 66 57 50 43 38 33 29 25 22 19 16 14 12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 Ate 2:
if AC &gt; PS, then A profile. If PS&gt; AC, then P profile. If PS = AC then level the profile. The short profile number is determined based on the amount of the graduation difference. If you count two levels, it is said that the job is +2 or A2 or up 2. If you count one level, the work is said to be -
1 or P1 or less than 1. If the points are equal, the job is to be = or level. Step 3: The percentage profile can be read at the intersection of problem resolution % and step difference. Characteristic Hay (KH-PS-AC percentage) Table Here's how the characteristic Hay Profile table looks like this:
Source: Job Evaluation Manual, Financial Management Secretariat, Northwest Territories. The following is a short profile table without scores. A4, A3, A2, A1 meets 4UP, 3 UP, 2 UP, 1UP. P1, P2, P3, P4 meets 1 DOWN,2 DOWN, 3 DOWN, 4 DOWN. %PS PROFILE SEARCH: IN THE
COLUMN BELOW THAT MATCHES THE STEP DIFFERENCE AC &amp;AMP; PS POINTS BETWEEN PS POINTS, READ PROFILE OPPOSITE % PS ACTION DOMINATES AC-PS PROBLEM SOLVING DOMINATES A4 A3 A2 A1 LEVEL P1 P2 P3 P4 87% 76% 66% 57% 50% 4 38%
33% 29% 25% 22% 19% 16% 14% 12% 10% When we look closer to the part of the short profile table (now scores) , that is, what Action Predominance and level looks like A4 A3 A2 A1 LEVEL 87% 29 26 45 32 27 41 33 29 38 35 30 35 36 32 32 76% 32 25 43 34 26 40 36 28 36 38 2 9 33
40 30 30 66% 36 23 41 38 24 38 40 26 34 42 27 31 44 28 28 57% 39 22 39 41 23 36 43 25 32 45 26 29 46 27 27 50% 42 21 37 44 22 34 46 23 31 48 24 28 50 25 25 43% 45 20 35 47 21 32 49 22 29 52 22 26 54 23 23 38% 49 19 32 51 19 30 53 20 27 55 21 24 56 22 22 33% 53 17 30 5 5
18 27 56 19 25 59 19 22 60 20 20 20 If we look closer to a part of the same table (now scores) , here's how problem solving dominates. P1 P2 P3 P4 87% 38 33 29 40 34 26 41 36 23 42 37 21 76% 42 31 27 43 32 25 44 34 22 45 35 20 66% 45 29 26 46 31 23 47 32 21 4 9 32 19 57% 48 28
24 49 29 22 51 30 19 53 30 17 50% 52 26 2 2 53 27 20 55 27 18 56 28 16 43% 55 24 21 56 25 19 58 25 17 59 26 15 38% 59 22 19 60 23 17 62 23 15 62 24 14 33% 62 20 18 63 21 16 65 21 14 66 22 12 Example: Manual of job assessments July 2001, Secretariat of the Financial
Management Board, Northwest. Let us use the example above to show how we get a short profile. The problem-solving score is 29. The problem solving percentage is 25% The liability score is 33. From the step value table we found that AC is 1 step up ps. So work at +1 or A1 or up1 Next
look at the intersection column A1 and PS percentage 25%, we find 3 possible responses to profile 65, 16, 19. Usually the middle number is selected. Selected.
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